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Autobiographical Memory
Disciplines of Education
Catalogue of Books Arranged by Subjects
Personality Theory
The British National Bibliography Cumulated Subject Catalogue
A Heidegger Critique
Humankind the Gatherer-hunter
Humanist
As a representation of the Woolfs' personal library, the Leonard and Virginia Woolf
Collection at Washington State University reveals valuable biographical information
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about the Woolfs and about writers and artists associated with the Bloomsbury
Group. The Library of Leonard and Virginia Woolf: A Short-title Catalog consists of
brief citations that reflect all the titles within this WSU collection. Arranged in
alphabetical order by author or title, the entries include an edition statement,
printing or impression statement, publisher, and publication date and location.
Initials are provided for annotators, inscribers, illustrators, and binders.

Seven Theories of Human Nature
Popper and the Human Sciences
香港中山图書館图書總目錄
Paperbacks in Print
This is the first full-length study of masculinity in Stalinist Soviet cinema. A detailed
analysis of Stalinist discourse examines the imagined relationship between the
patriarch Stalin and his "model sons" in the key genre cycles of the era: from the
capital to the collective farms, and ultimately to the very borders of the Soviet
state. Informed by contemporary and present day debates over the social and
cultural significance of cinema and masculinity, this book draws on a range of
theoretical and comparative material to produce engaging and accessible readings
accounting for both the appeal of--and the inherent potential for subversion
within--films produced by the Stalinist culture industry.

The Library of Leonard and Virginia Woolf
The Tangle of the Mind
Bookseller
Search for Meaning as the Basic Human Motivation
Children
Disciplines of education
Family Secrets
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Two Short Accounts of Psycho-analysis
National Union Catalog
This volume seeks to provide a comprehensive introduction to mood and attempts
to integrate theory and existing findings to present the current developments in
the psychology of mood

New Soviet Man
Defines the concept of autobiographical memory and reviews the early research on
the subject including that by Bartlett, Freud and Galton. The book considers the
role of chronology and how autobiographical memory changes through life.

Changing Moods
Subject Index of Modern Books Acquired
Communicative Exchange, Psychotherapy and the Resonant
Self
Recueil de plus de 70 communications savantes (une vingtaine en français, le reste
en anglais) sur des aspects variés de la sexualité chez l'enfant. Ce symposium a
réuni plus de cent participants du Canada et des Etats-Unis. [SDM].

Childhood and sexuality
A Sunday Telegraph and Times Higher Education 'Book of the Week', Deborah
Cohen's Family Secrets is a gripping book about what families - Victorian and
modern - try to hide, and why. In an Edinburgh town house, a genteel maiden lady
frets with her brother over their niece's downy upper lip. Would the darkening
shadow betray the girl's Eurasian heritage? On a Liverpool railway platform, a
heartbroken mother hands over her eight-year old illegitimate son for adoption.
She had dressed him carefully that morning in a sailor suit and cap. In a town in
the Cotswolds, a vicar brings to his bank vault a diary - sewed up in calico,
wrapped in parchment - that chronicles his sexual longings for other men. Drawing
upon years of research in previously sealed records, the prize-winning historian
Deborah Cohen offers a sweeping and often surprising account of how shame has
changed over the last two centuries. Both a story of family secrets and of how they
were revealed, this book journeys from the frontier of empire, where British
adventurers made secrets that haunted their descendants for generations, to the
confessional vanguard of modern-day genealogy two centuries later. It explores
personal, apparently idiosyncratic, decisions: hiding an adopted daughter's origins,
taking a disabled son to a garden party, talking ceaselessly (or not at all) about a
homosexual uncle. In delving into the familial dynamics of shame and guilt, Family
Secrets investigates the part that families, so often regarded as the agents of
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repression, have played in the transformation of social mores from the Victorian
era to the present day. Written with compassion and keen insight, this is a bold
new argument about the sea-changes that took place behind closed doors. Born
into a family with its own fair share of secrets, Deborah Cohen was raised in
Kentucky and educated at Harvard and Berkeley.She teaches at Northwestern
University, where she holds the Peter B. Ritzma Professorship of the
Humanities.Her last book was the award-winning Household Gods, a history of the
British love-affair with the home.

Transversional Psychology
Although Sir Karl Popper's contributions to a number of diverse areas of philosophy
are widely appreciated, serious criticism of his work has tended to focus on his
philosophy of the natural sciences. This volume contains twelve critical essays on
Popper's contribution to what we have called the 'human sciences' , a category
broad enough to include not only Popper's views on the methods of the social
sciences but also his views on the relation of mind and body, Freud's psychology,
and the status of cultural objects. Most of our contributors are philosophers whose
own work stands outside the Popperian framework. We hope that this has resulted
in a volume whose essays confront not merely the details of Popper's argu ments
but also the very presuppositions of his thinking. With one exception, the essays
appear here for the first time. The exception is L.J. Cohen's paper, which is a
revised and considerably expanded ver sion of a paper first published in the British
Journalfor the Philosophy of Science for June 1980. We would like to thank Loraine
Hawkins and Jane Hogg for their editorial assistance and June O'Donnell for typing
various manuscripts and all the correspondence which a volume of essays entails.

Mind, psychoanalysis, and science
Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number, The Christmas bookseller,
separately paged and not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular
series.

Consciousness and the Unconscious
This work studies a topical issue; the feeling of meaninglessness in the lives of
many people. It contends that traditional cultural values (mostly religious in
character) gave meaning to human life. The traditional answers, however, have
been eroded by secularism. Although commitment to a cause or to a person can
ensure meaningfulness, in normal circumstances, it proves to be inadequate in
ultimate situations such as unavoidable suffering. Hence, the writer argues that
secular humanism cannot offer the profound metaphysical foundation which
underlies Frankl's concept of man. Neither can secular humanism be the basis of
the unconditional meaning of human life. Ultimate meaning involves an affirmation
of God. This critical and expository study brings out the connection between
philosophy, psychology and religion and points out that within that context Viktor
Frankl is still an important figure.

Two Short Accounts of Psycho-analysis
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First published in 1967, this book suggests that educational problems should not,
and indeed cannot, be solved in isolation, but that we need to bring all our
disciplines and resources to bear upon them. It explores in turn philosophical,
psychological and sociological approaches to educational theory and examines
great thinkers such as Plato, R

Samīkṣā
The Annual Review of the Social Sciences of Religion
The International Journal of Psycho-analysis
Putting forward a new case for ethical intuitionism, Trevor Curnow finds its roots in
the wisdom traditions of antiquity, while also drawing on Eastern philosophy and
modern psychology.

The Perverted Consciousness
In Communicative Exchange, Psychotherapy and the Resonant Self, Anthony
Korner demonstrates how important communication and resonance are to the
development of a sense of self. This process of realization is embedded in social
relatedness and is intrinsically tied to language. Uniquely presenting a
collaborative approach to research, this book illuminates the potential for change
that lies in therapy that engages both heart and mind between patient and
therapist, as well as demonstrating how language and relating are fundamental to
psychotherapy. Korner explains how language engenders growth through
communicative processes that shape lives and personality. Korner helps the reader
see how communicative exchanges can be transformative. Brimmed with emotive
clinical material, literary illustrations and reports of first-hand life experience,
Korner demonstrates how the combination of knowledge and evocation of feeling
in human connection is central to psychotherapeutic process. An intersubjective
approach to research is put forward as exemplar of how the minds of both patient
and therapist might be employed in furthering understanding of psychotherapeutic
process. This book will be an essential resource for mental health clinicians
involved in psychodynamic psychotherapy, as well as more generally to people
interested in understanding human connections.

Wisdom, Intuition and Ethics
With over a quarter of a million copies sold, Seven Theories of Human Nature has
established itself as the classic introduction to Western intellectual theory. Ranging
from Plato's Republic to Edward O. Wilson's On Human Nature, and drawing on
philosophy, psychology, sociology, politics, biology, and theology, this admirably
lucid volume compresses into a small space the essence of such thinkers as Karl
Marx, Sigmund Freud, Jean-Paul Sartre, B.F. Skinner, and Konrad Lorenz. Stevenson
juxtaposes the ideas of these and other thinkers in a way that helps us to
understand how humanity has struggled to comprehend its nature. We see how
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Freud's theory of subconscious motivation is directly attacked by Sartre's claim
that there are no subconscious acts at all. And how Skinner's theories, which assert
the primacy of learned behavior, are undercut by Lorenz's studies of animals,
which suggest that complex behavior can occur prior to learning. To bring these
comparisons into sharper relief, Stevenson examines each theorist on four
points--his speculation on the nature of the universe, his assessment of the nature
of man, how he views the ills of the world, and what he would do to change it. This
structure enables Stevenson to compare Plato's theory of the philosopher-king with
Skinner's idea of utopia in Walden Two and pose the same questions to both: Who
decides what is best for everyone else? And how can the misuse of power be
prevented? Along the way, we are treated to fascinating analyses of some of the
most pivotal and controversial books ever written, including Marx's Das Capital,
Sartre's Being and Nothingness, Plato's Republic, and Konrad Lorenz's On
Agression. The revised edition of Seven Theories of Human Nature is more relevant
than ever. For the new volume, Stevenson has added an extended discussion of
sociobiology, and cites recent books for further reading on such topics as
Creationism, nuclear holocaust, and feminism. Brought completely up to date, this
classic introduction will fascinate anyone curious about who we are, what
motivates us, and how we can understand and improve the world.

The British National Bibliography
African American Christian Ethics
Includes entries for maps and atlases.

General Catalogue of Printed Books
In this provocative book, Christina Lee takes a consciously critical approach to the
apparently unchallenged principle that conscious thought is the cause of all human
behavior. Without becoming polemical or destructive, she reconsiders a wide range
of issues in mainstream American and European social psychology. Suitable for an
international audience, the book deals with issues in mainstream American and
European social psychology. It assumes some familiarity with contemporary social
and applied psychology, and would be appropriate as a text or supplementary
reading for senior undergraduate and postgraduate courses in social psychology
and psychological theory, although it is also written with an academic research
audience in mind. While it is written largely for psychologists, it would also be of
interest to academics from other social-science disciplines with a general interest
in explanations of individual social behavior.

Alternatives to Cognition
Include abstracts and book reviews.

Health Education Index and Guide to Voluntary Social Welfare
Organisations
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